COLLATED ENTRIES CARECROW LLANGORS 2020

From all at Brookside: We loved all the entries!!! It’s taken us all day to decide! They were
all fantastic and the residents loved looking at them all!! We went for a wander to have a
look in person!!! Brilliant effort from everyone!!!!!!
From Rupert Clausen: I agree with Brookside. Every entry was special, and collectively
Llangorse made a big heart gesture to all carers and essential workers on the front line.
Well done everybody!
Carecrows : 3 prize winners – then a list (roughly in order of seeing them, from one end of the village to another) –
Not rank!
1.

Mary Carey Poppins

2.

Hugs

3.

Sir Tom

Photos – in no walking order!

Comments from judges

Mary Poppins!!! We fell in
love with Mary Poppins!!!
Very imaginative and fun!
A definite winner for
Brookside!
Mary Cary
Poppins!!
Bonkers. But somehow apt
for the moment.
Heading in to the village from Talgarth, just on the outskirts of the village,
on the left

1

Captain Tom touched our
hearts! A brilliant effort!
Thank you Sir Tom!

Heading in to the village from
Talgarth, just past Mary Carey on the R

We thought this was
beautiful!!
Love and
Humanity

On Maes y Felin, turn L before you get to the church, and past the RH
turning for Brecon

2

She looks like she’s having
a fab time relaxing! We’re
jealous!!
Chill!

On Maes y Felin

A student who looks like
their enjoying school!!!
Love this one!

Maes y Felin

Joe Wicks! Fantastic!!
Go Joe!

Maes Y Felin

3

Florence Nightingale
obviously holds a very
special place in our hearts!
This was very professionally
done!!
Symbol of all carers

St Paulinus Church

He’s very chilled!!
Resting, after hard day’s
delivering.

Entrance to Llangorse Youth & Community
Centre

He looks like he’s having a
lovely time!
You can’t get enough PPE!

In the garden opposite the church, by the turning for Brookside

4

If he could come and sort
our garden, we’d be really
grateful!
Up the workers!

Llyn Safaddan – just along from
The Castle pub

We adored this one! Very
clever!
Recycling with a smile!

Main road, before triangle

Beautiful!!!
The dog is gorgeous!!!!
Here’s to the medics

Adjacent to above, in the drive-way
under the tree

5

This is brilliant…but a touch
scary!
Creative and surreal

Pen Y Bryn House, just past
triangle

We loved this little guy!!
Always be prepared!
Dib Dib Dib

Opposite the triangle at
Dalton House

Makes a raven look a little
less scary!
Taking it literally in an inventive
way.

Along the main road just past the
triangle , on the R heading towards Bwlch

6

We love the flag!!!
Nice!

Just past triangle, on R near the traffic calming system

A brilliant Doctor!
Getting to grips with that
deadly Covid bug!

Seen on the main road, by the speed restrictor, past the triangle heading
towards Bwlch

7

Love the hair!!!
‘Boxing’ clever for the refuse
collectors

Towards Tai Canol on the left

Lovely!
Heartfelt
and personal

Up on Tai Canol

Very informative!
Thank you!

Tai Canol

8

Indeed all NHS workers are
superheros!
Agreed!

Tai Canol

This one was hilarious!! We
had a good chuckle!!
HaHaHa!

Tai Canol

9

This is so cute!!
Don’t forget the farmer’s

Tai Canol

Lovely colour scrubs!!
Olympian scrubs!

Tai Canol

Very clever!!!
Genius Mike!

Go past Tai Canol keep going
approx. 1 mile. On turning for Cwrt Y Prior.
10

This was very life like!
Indeed!

Tyr Cwm, Gilfach

This one was brilliant!!!!
Yes!

Lower Cefn Farm, take the fork left just before the turning for Tai Canol
and keep going!
Ta da! 27 entries – DIOLCH YN FAWR ALL! These have certainly bought so many smiles to those who have seen
them! Thank you so much for taking part.
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